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•or hear English with understanding is not to be constantly
turning the passage into the vernacular, but to cultivate
the habit of grasping the sense directly with the least
use of the vernacular that will save time and confusion.
As the pupil's English vocabulary expands this resoit to
the vernacular should contract'proportionately, until the
pupil of the high school stage is able to hear and^ read
•and use English free of the vernacular, that is, without
turning his mind to the vernacular whenever he wishes
•to understand or use English. The pupil who has
.acquired this power will find no difficulty with transla-
tion tests, provided he knows his vernacular; on the
•contrary, he should come the better prepared for them
by the greater progress he has made in English through
the omission of the time-taking intervening step.
Translation into E?iglish
To turn now to translation into English from a verna-
cular. Here again for similar reasons this exercise has no
.place as a regular method of teaching English in schools.
As a method of test, again, it has its use. But in this
•exercise it is not the pupil's power of understanding
English that is being tested, nor his recognition vocabu-
lary ; but the extent and kind and grasp of his working
vocabulary. In this it has as a method of test an advan-
tage over exercises in simple composition. In ordinary
•composition the candidate can pick and choose his ideas
-and his language within wide limits, within the limits
set by the topic on which he speaks or writes.
•Consequently he tends to use only the vocabulary which
he knows or thinks be knows, and even to avoid ideas or
meanings which he has not the English to express.
The examiner has no means of measuring his power
over the vocabulary he does not choose to employ.
There may be regions of vocabulary which come within
the scope of the English required at the high school
•stage that the candidate escapes a test of, according more
to his examination tactics than to his real knowledge of
language. It is precisely here that translation into English
«omes in; for here by his choice of passages for translation
*he examiner can limit the candidate far more narrowly,

